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Introduction
The Budget module is a chargeable extra module to the Gatekeeper system. It allows the
user to setup forward cropping and create flexible budgets that can be applied to a range of
growing situations.
Several budget scenarios can be built, for example Optimistic, Pessimistic and Target,
utilising templates that can be setup and copied. Adjustments can be made depending on
influencing factors such as weather, price, geography, and crop type.
Budgeted commodity prices can be easily adjusted across a budget, allowing the user to
accommodate price fluctuations and see the effects on field gross margins. In fact, the total
requirements for input products based on a budget can be used for pricing strategy and
product ordering.
With budgets created, there are a number of flexible reports that can be generated allowing
the user to compare budgets as well as compare a budget against actual operations.
Budgets consist of operations similar to the field records. The operations can be created
from scratch or from actual field recordings, work plans or recommendations. Once created,
the budget operations can be used to create actual jobs allowing the user to put planned
budget into action. Budgets can be published between businesses and organisations and
between agronomist and farmer and vice versa, providing the user with increased
interaction and flexibility.
There are two types of budget that can be setup - Production and Strategic. Explanations of
creating both types of budgets are explained further in this guide.

The Budget module icon will appear alongside
the other module icons on the main tool bar.
Help
All screens in Gatekeeper have a Help button located in the bottom right hand
corner Clicking on Help will automatically direct the user to the relevant help topic.
Support
The Gatekeeper support team are also available for telephone support assistance. Please
contact the support team on 01594 545040 or email: Gatekeeper@farmplan.co.uk.
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Naming Conventions
Production Budgets
Production Budgets are based on known fields that have cropping records in Gatekeeper.
The user can build a budget for fields, varieties and crops. Costs can be attributed to a
budget at heading or product level. Budgets can be created in the current or a plan year.
Strategic Budgets
Strategic Budgets allow the user to build a budget for an enterprise without the need to
setup fields and cropping. This can be applied to a non-field based enterprise or if trying to
support a decision to take on a new Contract Business or Enterprise where the fields and
areas are unknown.
Groups
Budgets are assigned to Groups. The Groups Imported, Optimistic, Pessimistic and Target
are available by default, but further groups may be created by the user. At the top of main
Tree View, there is a Group filter which may be toggled on or off to assist in navigating
through budgets.
Budget
A budget, when created, will automatically contain all of the fields with active cropping
records within the main business. Each field is then subsequently allocated to a particular
model. Clicking on the budget name in the tree view will allow the user to quickly see which
fields are allocated to which model, as well as seeing the overall budget margin via the tabs
at the top of the page.
Fields
Available fields will only appear once in any one production budget. This ensures accurate
budgeting. Fields can only be used in one model under a single budget; however, fields can
be moved from one model to another at any time as circumstances change or for
comparison.
Enterprise
Unlike a production budget which uses models associated to fields, a strategic budget uses
enterprises to associate jobs to a certain budget. An enterprise could be a crop or variety
type, or you have the option of creating your own e.g. Farm shop.
Models
Within a single budget, models can be created. A model could be used to distinguish the
operational approach i.e. First Wheat or Rape direct drilling. The models can be copied as
can the budget which allows them to be used again and altered. Models can contain fields
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and field groups. If you are constructing a budget with different prices per field group,
ensure that the field groups are entered into different models.
Jobs
Each model can then include one or more jobs which allow you to budget for a full cropping
years operations if required. There are various ways of creating your budget jobs, including
the Express option.
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The screen shot below illustrates the structure of the budget screen and the conventions
used.

1. Groups – allow you to manage your
different budgets. Predefined groups
are provided as standard or in this
example there are two groups:
Imported and Working budgets.

2. Budget – The budget contains the
different model(s). The budget can
be based on a heading or product
level. This example has three
budgets: ABC figs (Headings),
Working budget and Yield adjusted.

3. Model – This could be for a particular
crop type or growing method. The model
will detail the margin, operations,
fertiliser jobs and any diary notes. This
example has six different models
reflecting different crop types.
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Production Budgets
Production Budgets are based on known fields that have cropping records within your
Gatekeeper system. This allows you to build a budget for fields, varieties and crops. Costs
can be attributed to your budget at heading or product level. Budgets can be created in the
current or a plan year.

Creating a Production Budget
Before creating a budget, the field and cropping information must be setup for that budget
year in order for them to be included. Budgets are created within a certain group. Each
budget can contain either a single or multiple models.

1. Click on the Setup Budgets button at the top of the budget module home page.
2. The Setup Budget Groups and Budgets screen will appear (see below). Click on the
Production Budgets heading node in the tree view. Clicking on one of the greyed out
group types underneath will allow you to make it active. These example groups are
available to use. Alternatively, click on the Add Group button to create a new group.
3. Click on the Add Budget button to create your budget within the selected group.
Remember the budget will contain your models. The Adopted budget tick box allows
you to adopt this budget for reporting above all others. Click OK to save changes and
finish.

Select a group from the tree view i.e.
Imported, Optimistic, Pessimistic, or
Target. Alternately click the Add Group
button to create a custom group. In this
example, there are two active groups
called Imported and Working budgets.
NB. As default all groups are set to
Inactive. The group will become Active
if a budget is added to it.

Click Add Budget and type in your
budget name. Remember to tick
the box to adopt this budget if
required.
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Once created, the budget will contain all cropped fields within
the current budgeting year ready to be allocated to a model.
Adding a Model to a Production Budget
A model contains the Job(s) for a single field or a group of fields (a model and its Jobs are
very similar to a plan and its jobs within planning). The jobs hold products or headings that
are being costed to the fields in that model. Each Job carries a scheduled date, so if you
wanted to create a budget to show monthly expenditure you could have a job for each
month showing the expected product/heading costs for each month. If you’re not sure of
the exact date, simply use the 1st of the intended month. All fields in a model are treated
the same. A field can only appear in one model within each budget; however, fields can be
moved from one model to another at any time. Field nutrient jobs can also be added in
order to plan the application of required nutrient for the year.

1. With the budget selected in the tree view, click on the Add Model button.
2. You now have the option to either add a new model from scratch or copy from a
previously created model (such as a template). As this is the first model to be
created, click on the Add Model button.
3. The Field Selector screen will appear. Select the field(s) for inclusion in the model.
Any previously selected fields will be identified by a green dot before their name.
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This does not prevent you from selecting them but means they will be removed from
the model that they are currently linked to.
4. The Production Model setup page will appear. Enter a reference name for the
model. If you need to add/remove any fields from the model, you can use the Pick
Fields button at the bottom of the page.

Add Name or Reference in the box
provided. This must be done before
adding a job to the model.

With the model name entered, click Add
Job

The Fields selected are listed on the Model tab (shown above).
To edit field choice, click on the Pick Fields button.
5. With the model created, click Add Job. On the Add New Job selector screen ensure
the new job type has been selected from dropdown box e.g. Field Operations
Express (this provides the ability to allocate jobs to the model grouped by date). Click
Add new Field Operations Express Job button.
NB: Remember that jobs can be copied from actual recordings, work
plans/recommendations.
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6. On the Product Selector screen, select the products from the appropriate source list.
Edit the rates and unit price if required (this can also be done at a later stage). With
Field Operations Express, select as many products as required. Changing the date
will create a new job per date. Click OK.

Click the Add Job button to add more jobs to the
model or click OK to finish. Remember you can
add different types of jobs such as Field
Operations or Nutrients. The date for each job
can be changed using the date selector at the top
of this page.

7. Keep adding jobs as required to the model. Once you have finished adding jobs, click
OK to save and exit. You can edit the model at any time by clicking on the Edit Model
button from the budget module home screen.

This example model now contains a variety of fixed and
variable and output cost products.
To add or edit jobs in an existing model, highlight the
model in the tree view then click Edit Model button.
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Strategic Budgets
Strategic Budgets allow you to build a budget for an enterprise without the need to setup
fields and cropping. This can be applied to a non-field based enterprise or if you were trying
to support a decision to take on a new Contract Business or Enterprise where the fields and
areas were unknown.

Creating a Strategic Budget
1. Click on the Setup Budgets button at the top of the budget module home page.
2. The Setup Budget Groups and Budgets screen below will appear. Click on the
Strategic Budgets heading node in the tree view. Clicking on one of the greyed out
group types will allow you to make it active. Alternatively you click on the Add Group
button to create a new group.
3. Click on the Add Budget button to create your budget. Remember this will contain
your models. The Adopted budget tick box allows you to adopt this budget for
reporting. Click OK to save changes and finish.
Select a pre-defined group from the tree view i.e. Imported, Optimistic, Pessimistic, or
Target. Alternately click the Add Group button to create a custom group. In this example,
there is an active group called Contract Farm.
NB. As default all groups are set to Inactive. The group will become Active if a budget is
added to it.

Click Add Budget and type in your
budget name. Remember to tick
the box to adopt this budget if
required.
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Adding a Model to a Strategic Budget
A Model in a Strategic Budget differs from a Production Budget in that no fields are
assigned. Instead, an Enterprise is assigned to the model with the Working Area for that
enterprise being manually entered. Jobs can then be created against that model in order to
build up the Budget.

1. On the budgeting main screen, ensure that your strategic budget is highlighted
within the tree view and then click the Add Model button.
2. You now have the option to either add a new model from scratch or copy from a
previously created model. As this is the first model to be created, click on the Add
Model button.
3. The Strategic Model setup page will appear. Enter a reference name for the model.
Instead of allocating fields, you will need to create an Enterprise for this model. To
add an enterprise, click on the Add Item button at the bottom the page
.
Double click in the cells under the business column to change the business name that
the enterprise is associated to. Next, double click in the cell under the enterprise
column and either select one of the options from the drop down menu or free type
your own enterprise. More than one enterprise can be added if required.

3. When complete, click
on the Add Job button.

2. Double click in the Business, Enterprise and Working Area columns
to create your enterprise. If the Enterprise you require is not present
in the drop down list, simply type it into the box provided.

1. To add an enterprise,
click Add Item button.
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4. With the enterprise created, click Add Job. On the Add New Job selector screen
ensure the new job type has been selected from dropdown box e.g. Field Operations
Express (this provides the ability to allocate jobs to the model grouped by date). Click
Add Field Operations Express Job button.
NB: Remember that jobs can be copied from actual recordings, work
plans/recommendations.
5. On the Product Selector screen, select the products from the appropriate source list.
Edit the rates and unit price if required (this can also be done at a later stage). With
Field Operations Express, select as many products as required. Changing the date
will create a new job per date. Click OK.

Click the Add Job button to add more
Using Field Operations Express to add
jobs to the enterprise or Click OK to
a job, multiple products can be applied
finish.
to the enterprise in one go.
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6. Keep adding jobs as required to the enterprise. Once you have finished adding jobs,
click OK to save and exit. You can edit the model at any time by clicking on the Edit
Model button from the budget module home screen.

This example model now contains a variety of fixed and variable and output
cost products.
To add or edit jobs in an existing model, highlight the model in the tree view
then click Edit Model button.
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Extras in Budgeting
Reporting
Budget reports can be generated from either the Budget or Analysis modules. The Budget
module comprises several pre-defined reports for crop and variety margins at both detailed
and summary level. The Analysis module provides further reports and greater flexibility. This
includes comparisons between budgets and actual records and graphing. The analysis
module also contains reports that are specific to fertiliser applications and diary notes.
Regardless of whether the reports are generated from the Budget or Analysis modules, they
are compiled from data from the analysis tables and therefore the analysis data will need to
be refreshed after any data pertinent to the report has been added or updated.
Budget Module Reports
1. Within the Budget module, select the budget to be reported on from the main tree
view.
2. Click on the Reports button at the top of the home page.
3. Before selecting your report, click on the Refresh Analysis Data button that will be
on the Select Report page. This will allow you to select the appropriate businesses
and years that are to be refreshed on the Refresh Summary Database page. Once
you have made your selection, click on the Refresh Data button. When finished, click
Close.
4. Back on the Select Report page; select the appropriate report from the tree view.
This report can be run for individual or multiple field groups and can include a
business breakdown where applicable.
5. Click the Run Report button in the bottom right of the page.
6. Once the report has been generated, you now have the option of printing, saving or
publishing the report using the icons in the top left of the report preview screen.
NB: Remember to refresh the Analysis data on the report selector screen if you have
edited the budget. Otherwise your report will not reflect the recent changes that have
been made since the database was last refreshed.
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Analysis Module Reports
1. Click on the Analysis module icon

.

2. Select the required budget report from the tree view by expanding the node to
expose the list containing the reports.
3. Click on one of the pre-defined reports from the list. The first time the report is run,
the Refresh Summary Database table will appear. Select the business and year that
is to be refreshed and click on the Refresh Data button. Once finished, click Close.
4. The Analysis Filters page will appear allowing you to select the required data that
will be visible on the report. Use the Pick buttons for individual selections or tick the
Select all box to cover the entire heading.

Within the Analysis filters window pick
the required filters for the report.
The adopted budget by default will be
displayed against the budget name.

NB. The Analysis module requires refreshing whenever records are updated. The Refresh
Summary Database window can be accessed at any time by clicking the Refresh button at
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the top of the main Analysis widow. If the button is greyed out, run the report to activate the
refresh button.
Running a Comparison or Time Line Report
A comparison report can be run to compare budgets as well as a budget and actual values.
Within the Analysis Filters window, click on the Advanced tab. This tab contains the options
for generating comparison reports (see below).
1. Once the filters have been selected,
click on the Advanced tab at the top of
the window.
2. Select the Side-byside Comparison
option for either
Actual or Budget to
compare against.
3. Variation can be
included by ticking
the box. This will add
a column of variations
between budget &
actual to the report.
4. Another option
within this window is
Time Line. This gives
the ability to run the
report between two
dates and be detailed
into columns of Days,
Weeks, and Fortnight
etc. Select as
required.

Click OK to run the report.
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Example of a Production Budget being compared to Actual field records. The Actual column is shown
in red with the variation between the Budget and Actual shown in yellow.
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Copying a Budget Job
When creating a job in the Planning or Recording modules, it is possible to copy a job(s)
from the Budgeting module. This will allow you to bring your budget jobs into fruition.

1. On the Add New Job screen (either in Planning or Recording), click on the Copy
Budget Job button.

2. The tree view on the left hand side of the screen will then be populated with budgets
and models that have been created. Browse through and select the appropriate job
to be copied. Once highlighted, a brief summary will appear in the Job Detail
window. Click on the Copy Job button at the bottom of the page. The Field Selector
screen will appear. You will now just have to allocate the correct fields to the job.
Copy Normal Job to Budget Model Job
It is now possible to copy a working Job into a Budget model Job. This option is available
when building Production or Strategic budgets and Jobs can be copied from normal
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Recording/Planning and Recommendation type Jobs. The copy option is available by clicking
the appropriate option button in the Add New Job form when adding a Budget Model Job.

Updating Budget Prices
When products are first used in a Budget they are priced using the normal convention used in
Gatekeeper which is as follows:
A product’s Estimated Price will be used if no Actual Unit Price exists. If an Actual Unit Price exists
then this will always be used. See Setup Products to view/edit prices.
However, the price of products used in a Budget can be updated using Update Prices to show the
effect of price changes on the whole budget. All Models within the selected budget are updated
according to the date ranges specified, the filtered Field Groups and the prices specified.

Changing Prices
Product prices can be adjusted individually or a percentage change can be applied to all products in
a selected Heading.

Date Ranges
Prices can be updated within a specified date range, so for example, if you want your budget to
show different prices for autumn applications and spring applications, you should enter the date
range that you wish to work with and the prices that you wish to use. Update prices will search for
and update all Jobs within the specified date range. This can then be repeated for other date ranges.

Using the Field Group Filters
Prices can be updated for specific Field Groups if required. However, it is important to remember
that all fields within a Model are allocated the same product/application prices as each other
irrespective of which field group they belong to. If you use the Field Groups filter to update prices
then all Models which include fields in the selected Field Groups will have their prices updated.
Because all fields in a Model always use the same product/application prices as each other, the
prices on ALL fields within those Models will be updated. Therefore, if you have multiple Field
Groups and you want different prices to be used in each one then you must setup a Model for each
Field Group.

To Update Budget Prices:
1. Select the Budget whose prices you wish to update in the Main Module Tree View. Click the
Update Prices button from the main Budgets module. The Update Prices window will
appear. The products used in the selected Budget will be displayed in the grid.
2. Check that the name of the Budget that you wish to Update Prices for is shown at the top
left of the window.
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3. By default, all prices, irrespective of date, will be updated for the selected Budget. If you
wish to update prices for a selected date range use the date controls within the Job Date
frame.
4. Activate the From and To date boxes by ticking the check-box within the respective date
boxes. Enter the dates that you wish to use.
5. Click Refresh Grid. The contents of the grid will be narrowed to show only the products
found within the date range specified.
6. By default, the prices for all Field Groups will be used. De-select the Field Groups that you do
not want to update prices for ensuring that those whom you wish to update prices for are
highlighted in blue. Remember, all fields in a Model are updated to use the same product
prices as each other - see above using the Field Group filters.
7. Manually changing Target Unit Price - For each product listed in the grid enter the new
Target Unit Price that you wish to use, the Update price box will automatically be ticked. The
% Change will be displayed but is not editable. If you have multiple Field Groups then you
will need to enter a price for each product for each Field Group but remember the logic that
all fields within a Model always share the same product/application prices.
Or
8. Using Percentage Update to change Target Unit Price - Apply a Percentage Update to
products within selected Headings. Select the Percentage Update tab at the top of the
window.
9. In the 'Update Target Unit Price by Heading' frame, select the Heading(s) whose products
you wish to update. Edit or use the scroll bars to set the Percentage change, i.e. 10%. Tick
Select all to choose all Headings.
10. Click Update Grid. The prices in the grid will be changed to show the new Target Unit Price
and the % Change applied. N.B. All Headings will be updated by the same Percentage Update
but this process can be repeated to use different percentage updates as required.
11. When you have finished changing prices and are ready to apply the changes, click Save to
Update Prices and stay in the window or OK to Update Prices and close the window.
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The screen shot below illustrates the Update Prices screen.

1. Ensure you are
updating prices
for the correct
budget.

2. Enter a job
date range if
applicable.

3. Select the Field
Groups and
Headings that are to
be updated.

4. Enter the % update
and click on the
Update Grid button
to update the
selected headings.

5. Alternatively, manually enter the target
unit price and click Save. Individual field
groups can only be updated if they are in
separate models.
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Payment Date Option
It is possible to add a second Payment date to all Production and Strategic type Jobs. This
can be entered as a date or a specified number of days before or after the job date, in which
case the number of days entered in the last job is automatically used in the subsequent job.
The Payment date can be used in the Analysis Module instead of the Job date and this date
can be used in the TimeLine also if required. Thus this payment date provides an
opportunity to show the CASH FLOW as opposed to the PRODUCT USAGE date in the
Analysis module.
In Operations Express mode there is provision in the product picker to specify the number of
days to payment date from the job date. In the Edit Jobs form there is provision at the top
left of the form to specify the payment date or the number of days. In addition there is a
button to apply the days to payment to ALL Jobs in the model.

Converting Budget Nutrient Jobs to product based Jobs
Budget jobs can be created direct from the Nutrient Management module once a nutrient
management plan has been created.

Once a nutrient management plan has been
created, jobs can be built in the budget module
directly from the Nutrient Management Centre.
Jobs can either be created in a new budget or an
existing budget.
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